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ISOTOPE EFFECT IN MOJJOLAYER, LOCALISED, IMMOBILE

•ADSORPTION WITH SP3CIAL RSVT3SENCB TO NEON ABSORPTION

ON POROUS GLASS AT CRYOGENIC TEivlPRRATUHEo •

ABSTRACT

Using statistical nwhanica, a general formula for

the separation factor of cwo luutopes between gas and

adsorbate phases in a monolayer, localised, immobile

adsorption on a heterogeneous surface, is derived. Special

forms of this are discussed of which the familiar Bigeleieen

form is one. Purer, Kaplan and Smith, in their work on

neon isotopes separation by gas chroraato|rraphy through

porous glass column at cryogenic temperatures, nave

reported that the separation factor first increased and

then decreased as the temperature was decreased, whereas

monotonic increase was the normally expected behaviour.

Moiseyev has attempted to explain the anomaly after assuming

two types of adsorption sites. The present theory gives

the conditions in which monotonic and nonnonotonlc

variations oan occur and after making some assumptions, the

experimental curve of Purer et al could be reproduced

computationally using one form of the general expression.

This theoretical treatment highlights the importance of

both potential energy and force constant in isotope effect

whereas it is only the potential energy that is much

Involved in most adsorption studies.



T. INTRODUCTION

Clark has dealt with the case of monolayer,

localised, immobile adsorption of a binary monoatomic gas

mixture on a uniform surface. Prom the expressions given by

him for the adsorption isotherm, the Bigeleisen formula for

the separation factor oC of a binary isotopio mixture of a

tnonoatomic gas in such an adsorption can be derived. That

formula would predict monotonio increase of oc as the

temperature is decreased. Purer, Kaplan and Smith , in

their work on neon isotopes separation by gas chromatography

through capillary column of porous soft glass at cryogenic

temperatures, have reported that, oC , after going through

a maximum, decreased as the temperature was decreased.

Moiseyev suggested that the adsorption sites on the porous

glass were not uniform, and using three pairs of entities

viz. two isotopes, two temperatures and two types of sites,

has tried to show the conditions under which the above

anomaly can occur. Clark has also dealt with the case of

monolayer, localised, immobile adsorption on a nonuniform

surface. With this as basis we have derived a general

expression for the separation factor of a binary isotopio

gas mixture In suoh an adsorption. Special forms of this

expression are disoussed. One such form is used to explain

Purer1s result.



Clark's treatment requires that (1) the adsorption

Is localised; (2) it is immobile; and (3) the numbers of

adsorption sites, adsorbed molecules and vacant sites are

all very large. For our expressions, which have bten

developed from Clark's treatment, to be applicable, the

above conditions must have been satisfied in Purer*a work.

That the conditions are satisfied is supported respectively

by the following considerations.

(1) Porous glass has surface hydroxyl groups as

adsorption sites. ' These and another type of sites to be

discussed later, are localised sites. (2) Iiiberti has

discussed the structure of etched soft glass (the same type

of glass used by Purer) and according to his estimate of

the number of OH groups per unit area, the area per OH

site is 14.7 Ax. We have assumed parabolic iOrms for

the adsorption potentials and the maximum amplitudes of

vibrations are such that the potential wells do not overlap,

i.e., there is no lateral jumping without desorption, and

the adsorption is immobile. (3) Prom Purer*s experimental

conditions we have estimated the area ot the inner wall of

the capillary tube, that came into contact with the neon

band, to be about 20 cm* and the number of neon atoms to

be about 5 x 10. Even if this area rather than the

porous surface area that according to Purer is 10 times

the former, is multiplied by the number of sites per unit



area piven by Liberti, the total number of sites comes out

to be 15 x 10)r. Therefore condition (3) is easily

fulfilled. However it must be noted that in Purer*s work,

high energy sitea were preadsorbed by hydrogen molecules and

the number of these sites should be subtracted from the above

estimate. The proportion of such sites is not known. But

since the above estimate is the lowest estimate, it quite

likely that condition (3) is fulfilled even after subtracting

the number of sites preadsorbed by hydrogen.

2.(a) TMOICI

According to Clark the partition function Qt4,t of the

system of adsorbed molecules for a particular distribution is

given by

.... (1)

the adsorption sites being divided into groups, the subscript i

meaning the i th group. Pi is the number of sites with

potential energy U*i , Nsi the number of molecules adsorbed

among the Bi sites, the subscript S meaning adsorbed state,

and ^ is the molecular partition function. The potential



energy minimum at the site is measured with the energy of

free molecule at rest to be zero. Therefore Uei is

negative. If we write

£ ....(2)

Bq. (1) becomes

TT hi

1 ....(3)

is positive and in units of temperature.

T|he total partition function

*/,

i.e., the sum over all possible distributions. When we

consider a binary isotopic mixture, Eq. (3) becomea

....(5)



In this particular distribution Nsi and Na; molecules of

the heavy and light isotopes are adsorbed on Si sites.

Qs _. ̂ (6)

The molecular partition function -̂-j (or^'; ) has

two factors, one for the internal degrees of freedom and the

other for the adsorption vibrations. This second factor

involves the three frequencies for vibrations in the v̂jp"

and ty directions at the site of group I . Assuming

parabolic potential functions these frequencies depend on

the respective force constants fxi, fy£ and /}{ and the

mass of .the molecule. To simplify discussion and writing

we put

/** = fyi s fy = ft . ....(7)

I t is important to note that for both isotopes ft and €i

(both unprimed) are used since the adsorption forces will

be same for both isotopes. Since adsorption forces depend

on the chemical nature of the adsorbate, when Eq. (5) is

written r̂ 1* a mixture of two dissimilar species, say COp

and f?2 • b°th fi and C{ will be different for the two

apecip3 and will have to be subscripted accordingly.

The use of the same subscript t for both Q. and €



implies that sites having a particular € value may have

more than one f value or those having a particular f

value may have more than one £ value, but not both ways.

For the most general case of £ and / varying independently

of each other so that sites having a particular £ value

can have more than one / value and vice versa, Eq. (5)

is to be rewritten as

•rr

....(8)

By sites having potential energy €l and force constant f.\

In the particular distribution designated by the subscript

Ntij, Nsy at the l.h.3., f^^j and M y nroleculea of

t*>~ two isotopes occupy the sites specified by i and i .

As done by Cl&rk, here too the approximation

Q * .(9)

is made thorugh less justified than in the former case as

there are two species and the sites are more specified.

If /x / // ^ fy » Bq.. (5) is to be modified with three

subscripts jf*i*» corresponding to j%£ , Tyk s



in place of only * , with the approximation

0, &

(10)

being still less valid.

Using the Method of lagrange's undetermined

multipliers and Stirling's approximation, we get

Nsif =

(11)

and

«fr) *• I,) V

....(12)

for the number of molecules of the heavy and light iaotopeB

adsorbed an sites of group *y . 0 and Bf are the chemical

potentials of the two isotopes. Following Clark, we give the



total number of molecules of the two isotopes:

'J " L- If- a7//> t <$/>'NsT -
a

y

. . . . ( 1 3 )

and

Afcr *

(14)

/> and^' are the partial pressures of the two isotopes in

the gp. ;haae.

a.., .

. . . . ( 1 5 )
and

'•Cut

. ( 16 )
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where %^{j is the molecular adsorption vibration partition

function at the site with force constant fi f %cJt

the molecular partition function for the internal degrees

of freedom (internal vibrations and rotation) in the

adsorbed state and tyrUc "^e molecular partition function

for the internal degrees of freedom in the gaseous state,

al l these quantities belonging to the heavy isotope.

Similarly the primed quantities for the light isotope*

It may be aBked how the quantity %v>
yj which depends

primarily on jj has both the subscripts i and / implying

that it depends on £,• also. The reason is that for

parabolic potential function

'SV ,

. . . . (17)

where

u- - ^- = £—==r/7r. . - . . ( 1 8 )
i ' ir iiriT/r*

Here >jf is the frequency at site with force constant fy

and r)ij-l la the number of the highest vibrational level

(the zero point level being the zeroth level) which depends

both on fj and &i . If 6. %**! oan be neglected

w.r. t . unity, % {- rnd 9t*t can be written as
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and Q.s- respeotiyely, I.e., dependant •nly en /y.

It ie> assumed that ^s^r depends enly weakly en /.'

and £i and se Is net subscripted.

If f and 9̂  are assuned te raiy centinueusly

the abere sunmatiens are replaoed by integrallens:

(19)

and

....(20)

Here Cifyii) and 4,'{$,i) are defined by Eqs. (15)

md (16) with yiVij and q'tvy replaoed by ^ fy,t)

and <fr'Sv (y>&) respeotirely where

. . . .(21)

3 is the tetal nuaber ef eitea. <£($,*) udd if &J

are dietrlbutien funotiens ef 9, and £ respeotlrely.

(a) cipefG is the nuaber ef sites with vmluts



1?

of a between / and 9H>(jf and with values of

between £ and £ / ct& •

- / .

= I

*» M*)

....(22)

. . . . ( 2 3 )

For the case where ft ^ fy jk f}

a

and
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Mr - [([[ *<<*>
JJJJ i+*fyk.99t

. . . . { 2 : 5 )

In 5qB. (22) and (23) , &{?,$) meeaa that for

every value of € there is a £(<}) . In place of

4>(i>6)V(e) we can aa well use iffaf)tfV* e

being then the inner and outer integral variables

respectively*

Rewriting Eqa. (19) and (20) we get

# * 6
B

. . . . ( 2 6 )

and



H

-Jit
s'/e '

J I £ A,

- ' -

....(27)

and the separation factor

•(28)

Eq. (28) is a special form of the more general one where

y t £fy f. /j, . if h and /»' are measured at a

series of temperatures and if $($>£)j V'^v^ are known

along the ranges. Eq (28) can be tested provided
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of course the adsorption model described earlier is valid.

While in static experiments h and />' are known, in

experiments like that of Purer where * and bf are not

measured, Eq. (28) poses a difficulty as A andji' occur

in the r.h.s. and cannot be taken out. However if estimates

of p and b' are used Eq (28) becomes useful as will

be seen later when we apply the same to Purer'e result.

Now we consider special forms of Eq. (28).

The simplest special form is obtained when the surface

is uniform, i.e., 6 and 9 are constant. Then the

integrations do not arise and

....(29)

Usually

Q O. ....(30)
rsu - Tc

and
....(31)

Then Eq. (29) becomes
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. . . . ( 3 2 )

where

IT

U' A - - 9
" £f~ ~ intTj^ d ' . . - . ( 3 4 )

By B<13. (33) and (34) , Sq. (32) becomes

3

....(35)

This is the familiar Bigeleiaen form whereby d( would

increase monotonically as f decreases. If g" is

not negligible w.r.t. unity, where f\~l ia the number

of the highest vibrationnl level, Kq. (35) ia to be

refined as
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....(36)

>v and "K will be same over mo3t values of £ but if €

'"a suob that th9y differ by unity, oC may be crucially

affected.

and k'fftt) are very sensitive to

the exponential factor 6 " especially for high £ and

low f . If, however, ^ 7" and Psf*' are such that
a ($>£j/> and *•'(fy&)pf are negligibly small compared

to unity,Eq. (28) can be written more elegantly!

u =

....(3T)

Suppose {*($>£) Aoea n0'fc depend on € * i.e., tht

distribution of 9 is same between the same limits

irrespective of € , then Bq. (37) simplifies as follows!
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Jh ....(38)

If Bq3. (30) and (3D hold, Eq. (38) simplifies t»

V'<1' (39) If interesting in th«t Ĉ  deptmda *n

and not on "ty fe) • However i t is valLd only if the

folloving conditions aro met. 1) '*fy,l)f>+ afiftty'ls

negligible compar^ri to unity, 2) Eqa. (30) and (31) held,

3) P (?) is independent of £ and 4) there are

sufficient number of vibrational levels for al l values

of € . Tf for the highest £ , i . e . , ^ thia

last condition is mot, obviously i t is so for ot>"-r £

values. If fi is constant, then the
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Integration in Eq. (39) does not arise and we get Eq.(32)

even though £ is not uniform* But Eq. (32) could be

derived only for the case of uniform Q and £ . Tbe

coincidence is fortuitous and possible only because cf the

neglecting of a.(f,e)f> f- a.'ff,eJ/>' and £'*&&"& w.r.t.

unity. Had G.(ftt)f> + <*•' fy'*)f*' been neglected but

£~*-(i>O*lV retained, it is not possible to separate

the integrations w.r.t. ^ and € and Eq. (36) cannot be

got.

The ether extreme oase la one where 1 is negligible

compared to ofoejf + CL'fo6/f>' . Then Eq.(28) becomê

ff «,.</+r
. . . . ( 40 )

where

. . . .(41)
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If, apart from the negligibility of 1 w.r. t.

conditions 2), 3) and 4) mentioned in connection with

Eq. (39) are met. we get a similar equation. Eq. (40) has

a miner advantage over Eq. (28) in that £ r is eliminated.

Now coming back to Eq. (37). the simplest form of

0 is oonatant function, so that

**)

. . , . ( 4 2 )

The simplest way /a /^and %(t) can be related to € is

to put

frfe) r A Gj . . . . ( 4 3 )
and

H &) ~ &i€ ' . . . . (44)

where % and ^ are constants. Then

Then

. . . . ( 4 5 )

"13
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if i\,(f,c) is sufficiently large.

Even when thia simplest form was Integrated between

§K(O and h(e) » a complicated logarithmic function

of £ was got which in turn can be integrated w.r.t. G ,

only numerically using computer. It has been our experience

that even this later integration with computer, posed

problems. A better approach would be one in which we do

both the inner and outer Integrations numerically wherein

a more realistic function, e.g., a Gaussian, could be used

for $($>$) • But this would mean prohibitively long

computer time. Therefore in our study of Purer1s result,

we decided to use a model in which there is one to one

correspondence between f and 6 , i.e., for every value

of ^ there is one of £ and vice versa, by making a a

function of Q . Then E<is. (28), (37) and (40) become

respectively,

..(47)
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• •J

y
....(48)

dc-

and

....(49)

Before applying Eq. (47) to our problem, an important

point regarding Sqi (28), (37), and (40) should be made.

<*0,e defined by i5q. (41), would be the separation factor

were the surface uniform at the particular 5. and € .

Y/hen this quantity varies monotonically with T~ , o£

in Bq. (37) also behaves similarly, no natter what the

formf. of the normalised functions $($&) and ^C&)

are, provided they are constant w.r.t. temperature. This is

because ${9*^) an<^ ^C^) a r e always positive, being

probability functions. In Eq. (28), in the numerator and

denominator integrands we have
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and

respectively. As o^< Increases, the ratio of these

quantities also increases. In Eq. (40) we have

I
and * —r— respectively

whose ratio too varies in the same direction as of at •

The same remark regarding the eC of Eq. (37) applies to

the fl^.'s of Eqs. (28) and (40) . For the oase where

/d ft fy±-fy w© have, corresponding to the

quantities in Eq. (41), **,,,„,,,« , %, (f*>frji,<=)
e t c . and again the same conclusion follows. In short, i f

o£f,e varies monotonioally, any of the above equations

cannot produoe a maximum*

2. (fe) APPLICATION TO HEOK ADSORPTION PROBLEM

As for Purer*a work, the species being neon atoms,

the internal degrees partition functions are equal to 1

eaoh and %* (h*) / ?jv (f> O varies monotonieally with

T« Any of th« above equations oannot produoe a maximum.

In a preliminary work i t was realised that the monotonio

pi vs T curve for a particular 4> distribution shifted
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to the loft as the £- spectrum was made to< ahift towards

low & Bide as f was decreased, giving rise tc the

possibility of Ot decreasing after some increase.

oC depends mainly on a. For $ = 37 (dyne/cm)*

(corresponding to the typical adsorption frequency of

10tt Hz which gives o(. of the right magnitude for

our problem, we found that for £ upto 250 K , for T

from 15 to 50K and for j>tf>' estimated at 200 dynes/cm*"

at 50 K, afo,&J/> *- A'($>(:)/>' is negligible w.r.t;..

unity. Then Eq. (48) could be used whioh. has the

advantage of not containing /> and b' in the r .h.a.

But data of energies of neon adsorption on porous glass

are not available. But considering that the isosteric

heats and Polanyi potentials in rare gases adsorption on

glass are of the order of 1000 K, 7 ' 8 f 9 6 for neon

on porous glass too is likely to be of the same order.

This makes 1 negligible w.r.t . <*•($>€)/!>+ aJ($/&)}>'

rather than the other way and the use of Eq. (48) was ruled

out.

Now the problem was

1) to introduce a suitable form of "^(0 which described

the sites and if possible fix some of the parameters;

2) to postulate a mechanism by which the normalised function

in Eq. (47) changed with 7~ so that as T decreased,

the 9- spectrum shifted towards the left ;



3) to relate n and £ suitably;

4) to make an assumption regarding variation of h and h'

with T ; and

5) to determine the unfixed parameters in ^C^) by trial

and error;

so that Kq. (47) could reproduce Purer1 s curve. Towards t'nê o

we proceeded as follows:

1) Two types of sites with energies of the order of

100 and 1000 K were postulated. The first type if> due to

depressions on the unetched portion of the glass surface ann

the second one due to OH points inside the pores. Gaussian

distribution of energies wa3 assumed for each type. A

consisting of two such Gaussiana and normalised between

(a. and ff, was introduced:

-he

....(50)

where €*» and €*%. are the mean values of the energies

of the two types and C, f C*. , a,^ t 0^.^ are constants

The ratio of the number of depression sites to that of OH

sites is given by

....(51)
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We put

^ 0-OOOOf. ....(53)

For integration purposes the 6 ranges for the f i r s t and

second (Jaussians were fixed at £mf-to0 to 6^/floo

and £mi~£°o t o €>*i. + &0 r e spec t ive ly , i . e . ,

€o. s &w -tOOj . . . . ( 5 4 )

and
A = 6»JL ^ ^ ^ ^ ' . . . . ( 5 5 )

The above C,, CL values make the contributions to the

areas of the respective Gaussiana negligible outside these

ranges. I t may be noted that £M/ f OO and ^hi - ^ ° ° l i e

quite apart. The spread of € values of the f i r s t and

second type are 200 and 1000 respectively. Typical values

of £ml and 6m. are 300 and 1500 respectively. Therefore

the relat ive spreads are same for both types and that i s

the reason for choosing the above values for dj and Q. .

2) y» (ej as given by Eq. (50) was used in Eq.(47)

for all temperatures but while the lower limit £&. was

kept constant, the upper limit was varied with 7" and

denoted by ^f>'(X) » so that while y> (&) is normalised

between €•. and ((, , it is not between Co. and

For ^ (s) normalised between £a. and t^'Cr) v'e

write yf/'f&jT), i.e.,



f y - / . . . . .(56)

- '

(58)

Strictly speaking i t is this Iff' fe,p that should be used

in Eq. (47) but since the same normalisation factor A(T)

would occur in both the numerator and denominator! \Pfe)

i tself can be used without affecting o( . More generally

a normalised y '^T/can be realised by changing one, two

or al l the three of ^(£)j 6»- and £& but here only ^6

is changed as ^(j) • ^b'O) l a decreased as

7~ is decreased. The reason is as followst Purer has

mentioned that before runs with neon, the very high energy

sites were "irreversibly" covered by hydrogen. We postulate

that this kind of adsorption of hydrogen continued towards

lower energy as the temperature was decreased. Of the
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OH sites, a portion on the higher limit side was already

ni8''e Inaccessible to neon by being covered by hydrogen in

the carrier gas before injection of neon and this portion

increased as the temperature was decreased. This had the

effect of increasing the proportion of depression sites

(among the sites available to neon), which, as will be

seen later are low 9 sites. Therefore as the temperature

decreased, low 9- became more and more predominant giving

rise to the maximum in o( . Purer'a curve is given between

temperatures 15.5 and 26 K, the maximum being at 19*2 K. We

concentrated on this range only. V/e write, for the cut off

£ at 26 K,

....(59)

where 4. is a constant. This means at 26 K, sites having

energy > €*&. t d were already adsorbed by hydrogen. As f

decreased, the cut off energy €^%M also decreased. The

simplest mode of variation ia linear which can be expressed

as follows:

€yCr) a ******* ~ $.Z-T)AJ ....(60)

where ^ is a constant. TKia type of variation has physical

appeal but with the various ^-£ relations discussed

below this could not reproduce Purer19 result. Then the



following "square root" variation,

where A is again a constant, was tried and this along

with a particular Q-£ relation discussed below could

reproduce Purer's result.

3) For Gaussian distribution of £ around a mean

value £*, , the general formula used for 9 waa,

....(62)

where C and A- are constants. As already stated,

parabolio potential function was assumed. Then we have

1Si. = - J - * * 1 ' > ....(63)

where the Boltzmann's oonatant R occurs aa € is in K

end Km, is the maximum amplitude of vibration. From

Eqs. (62) and (63),

nth.
. ....(64)

C was fixed as follows. Por £w, af»v was put equal to
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some suitable value {X.*,)** • Then

For the number of vibrational energy'quanta' J7e including

the i quantum at the bottom and any fraction at the top,

we hare

nt *

Table 1 gives Interesting features of the potential well

for some values of the exponent A, .

Regarding the depression sites, Moiaeyev has shown

that, up to a point, as the radius of the hole decreased,

the energy and force constant increased. A look at the

above table would show that thia is the case for A. > O'S

if we assume that X*v is a measure of the radius of

the hole. Therefore in order to be in at least qualitative

agreement and that too partly, with Moiaeyev's finding,

we put

A. s. I (depression aites),
....(67)



1

0.5

0

-0.5

-1

I

r
varies as

e

constant

able 1

varies as

JJK

constant

Y/f *

varies as

oonstant

JF

6

6*

for depression sites, the integral value being chosen rather

arbitrarily. This choice makes q proportional to £

X.y* inversely proportional to £ and y)t constant. Prom

Bqs. (62) and (66),

and from Eq. (64),

(depression sites),,

....(68)

( d e p r e 3 8 l o n

...(69)



and

XI/ X'l Tie °
fin)** = • A (depression sites)

We put

Tie = ^0 (depression s i tes) /
. . . . ( 7 1 )

arbitrarily, then for the typical value of 6ni s 3oo,

- 364 A , . . . . ( 7 2 )

which looks reasonable for vibrations at the mouth of a

depression.

As regards OH sites, it is likely that, of these

the higher energy ones exert their influence over a larger

distance, i.e., **i increases as £ increases. Any value

of i%. co-S would ensure this. After trying with r\, values

a .025, -0.5. -0.75, -1 and -1.25 along with linear

variation of £#(?) , we found that A, s —/
 and

"square root" variation of tyfo') fiav» results in the

right region.

K s - / (OH si tes) . . . , . (73)

This makes j vary inversely as JT, ^ vary as

and Me vary as fl. From Ba. (65),
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7 • t

and from Eqs. (62), (66) and (74),

91. * 0-£762*7 i ^ _ ^* (OH sites).

....(75)

We fix (**,)* J

( 5 ^ M = ll (OH. sites) (76)

Then the area of the oircle with this radius Is 12.6 A*"

which Is leas than H.7 A v the average area per OH site

as given by Libertl. But considering the unetched portion

with depressions, the average area per OH site Inside the

pores would be less than H.7 Av . Then the above value

fixed, I.e. 12.6 A** may make some of the potential wells

to overlap at least at the higher vibrational levels.

Also when the van der Waala radius of neon atom is added

to 2 A, the area of such a circle becomes as high as 40 l v.

But since € is high and the temperature very low, the

higher levels are not likely to be occupied much and

there is no scope for lateral jumping.
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4-) As already mentioned, fi^^ w a s estimated at

200 dynes/tm* at 50 K. This was estimated from a band

length which itself was estimated from the chromatogram

and column length. The following oversimplistic assumption
band

was nade. The/.length arid the capacity ratio remained

unchanged at all temperatures. This means the same amount

and •'snsity of neon in the gas phase. The partial pressures

due to Me" and lie*2" aro 90 and 10 i° respectively

of this total pressure. These total and partial pressures

were assumed to decrease linearly following the ideal p~T

relation at constant volume, as the temperature was decreased.

Even if we introduce precisely the variation of£ and/7 with

f in Eq.. (28) or (4-7), since the same denominator occurs

in both the numerator and denominator integrands, it cannot

contribute towards the occurance of maximum, i.e., introduction

of precise variation of f> and (>' in place of the

simplistic variation described above will not change the

picture qualitatively.

3. CALCULATIONS ACID TABULATIONS

Having thus fixed some of the parameters on the ba3ia

of the nature of sites and fixed the mo<?es of variation of

frbt{T) and f and j>' with T , the parameters

left to be determined were £m £„,, oft J>, <*»>) j and Q.vn *

A was arbitrarily put = 0,100 ana 200. For each of these
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d- values Q( was calculated using Eq. (47) trying various

sets of e^) , £tnv , /> and ^»/QUH • In these trials

a provisional y fe) (unnormalised between 61

and ^ ) was used whioh contained ̂ L^ and 1 in place

of 4^ and Otx-n, respectively. The integrations were

performed in two parts. In the first part only the first

Gaussian in "j^fe) was used with £* range from 6w/- I<TO

to hni +(oo and in the second part only the second Gaussian

was used with £ range from 6nt""yo° *° O

in the second part 1 was neglected w.r.t.

with consequent elimination of 6 ^ . The trials were

carried out for the five temperatures 15.5» 19»1, 19»2,

19.3 and 26 K till the eC values at 15.5, 19.2 and 26 K

came to 1.039, 1.061 and 1.033 respectively with maximum

at 19.2 K. These are the values that were read off Purer1a

curve at these temperatures. After attaining the appropriate!

ftu, ^MJ~> 6 and ""yfc, , the provisional ty (t) was

normalised between £a and fj and 5in and<?wdetermined.

The results are given in Table 2.

Next for each el , 6( was computed tor temperatures

15.5, 15.6, 26 K and plotted. The e(- T plots are

given in Figs. 1, 2 and 3. In each oase, except at 15«5»

19.2 and 26 K, there is slight descrepancy between the

calculated curve and Purer1s curve. The portion from 19.2

to 26 K is slightly concave upwards while the experimental



Table 2

0 251.5 ' H77.6 ! 65

100 ,293.3 1588.4
I

200 ;318.7 |1633.5 •

0.266

102 j 0.121

j
134 ! 0.107

1.003x10"J 3.765x10"3

4.7O3x1O"4" J3.884x1CTJ

4.185x10~^ 13.896x10'

curve is Blightly convex . The portion from 15.5 to 19.2

is slightly zigzag while the projected experimental ourve

is convex upwards. It is possible that another set of

parameters including new f~& relation, *>*>@*>)><\ > C&nd c*.

produces the right shape. But even getting the right

values at only three temperatures meant oonsiderable

computer work*

Purer has stated that the surface area was inoreased

ten times by etching. When the lowest estimate given earlier

of the number of OH sites is multiplied by 10 we get

130 x 10ir as the total number of OH sites in the band

region. Of theee already a fraction is covered by hydrogen.

Table 3 gives the fraction the free OH sites form of the

130 x 10'5 OH sites, the ratio R defined by Eq. (51) and
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the ratio of (depression sites + free OH sites) to the

130 x 10tf OH sites at temperatures 15.5, 19*2 and 26 K.

The last ratio when multiplied by 130 x 10*^ gives the

number of sites due to both depressions and free OH points

that are available to neon at the temperature oonoerned. It

is seen that exoept at and near 15*5 K and that too for

*i "100 and «/ "200, condition (3) regarding applicability

of Clark's treatment to our problem is easily satisfied*

Table 4 gives further particulars about the sites.

For d values other than the above three, too we oan

have the corresponding sets of 6*, t (*i, A, 4<it and *i»

to give the right </. values at least the three extreme

temperatures. It is not possible to select from among these

sets so long as they oonform to the requirement that R is

a small fraction. Of the three setB tabulated* the one with

d. m 200 may be considered best in the sense that it has

the least value of ^ / a v * and so of JL . But the sst

with 4 - 0 is best in the sense that the €*t, &>*•

(*n)»>i values look better than the respective values in

the Other sets.
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100

Table 3

free OH
sites

total OH
sites

depression
sites+free
OH sites

total OH
sites

Last
oolunn x
130 x 1O'r

.5.96x10"*-1 .15,5 J .1,-73x10"̂  , 7.69x10"* ; 10.

-3,

! 26.0

4.44x10-.

0.5

10.40x10

0.56

2.71x10- 2 - 15.5.

26

13.5x10

72.7x10'

.1.04xl0i1!3.75x10:

,-J.4.78x10" ! 7.49x1<T

0.84 0.87

4.9x10/ r

9.7x10'*"

• • !

20000.__(_ .2.40X10"1" .15.5 - | 0*94x10"2" I

113.1x1O

4.3x10

r

19.2 . 6.65x10"*- [ 9.05x10"* 11.8x10"" -[

26 0.98 1.00 130.2x10ir



Table 4

Depression sits*

02*3*0

d

(x) (K) l(dyne/om)*-

—• 1

-100

£wt •i00

__100 J fw» -100

200

•100

-100

3.997

6.635

9.273

5.12

3.97

3.36

5

7

10

5

8

11

.098

.736

.374

.769

.407

.045

4.53

3.68 '

3.18

r

4.26

3.53

]

. .Contd.



Table 4 (Contd-

h.* -/

OH sites

2f\ C - —
&»)

(K)

0

100

200

-

c

47188.3

52594.3

54850.1

— • • • -

6

(K)

£»a -500

^ • 5 0 0

f»t -500

._««. .

f »*. -500

i

r
(dyne/om)*4-

48.269

31.936

23.861

48.323

35.111

25.184

48.390

33-578

25.709.

U)

1.08

2

3.10

1.13

2

3*02

1.16

...«

... 2.9?
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4. DISCUSSION

1) One point strongly In favour of the above

explanation of Purer*s result may be given. The normal

nonotonio ourve obtained with oonstant 9 distribution is

fairly oonoare upwards. As the d distribution is shifted

to the left, the oonoavity is lessened and sometimes nay

turn into oonvexity. In the oaloulated plots the portion

to the right of the maximum is less oonoave than a normal

ourre because of varying 9 distribution. The faot that

the right portion of Purer's ourve shows slight oonvexity

upwards lends support to our theory. As already mentioned,

further modification in the set of parameters oan bring the

oonvexity in the oaloulated ourve.

2) But a serious objeotion that may be raised is that

while Table 2 shows that even at 19*2 K the OH sites are

covered by hydrogen dmost entirely* Purer*a paper gives

absolutely no hint of suoh a drastio effeot. A possible

answer is as follows. The exploratory ohromatograma using

various helium-hydrogen mixtures might have been taken at

temperatures not less than 50 K . After deciding on the

95 jf He - 5 i» H mixture the temperature was decreased

and the mixture passed through the column before injecting

the neon sample. At this stage the hydrogen got adsorbed

rather readily in the manner described earlier after which
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the carrier gaa coming out of the column again showed the

abore composition and so the adsorption might have been

overlooked.

3) Purer et al have not clearly stated whether the

temperature was successively reduced or increased in the

successive runs with neon. If they had ohanged the

temperature up and down rather than in a single direotion,

then for the validity of our theory another assumption has

to be made viz., fb'(j) which depends sharply on T doea

not show "hysteresis" behaviour.

4) The ratio ft is 0.02 to 0.05 for the three d values

used. If we assume that there are 20 OH sites per pore

this implies that the number of depression sites 1B

comparable with that of the pores. But Liberti1a micrographs

do not reveal such an abundance of depression sites. A

possible answer is as follows, (i) Some depressions on the

unetched portions may be too small to make their appearance

in the micrographs. It may be noted that in Moiseyev's

discussion of the depressions the depressions are only

10 1 deep* (ii) Liberti has found that there are micropore3

in the form of spacings between parallel plates within

macropores. While these micropores provide the OH sites

inside them, the openings of some of these micropores

themselves may aot as "depression" sites. This of course
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necessitates the assumption that the force fields at suob

openings are not affected by adsorption of necr.

on the OH sites inside the pores.

5) One may feel that the £"w^ values shown in Table 2

are too high. However, they cannot be better. The ^

values to the right of the maximum in the experimental curve

mainly determine the ft values of OH sites shown in

Table 4. Such ^ values and (_**>)>» fixed at > 2 k

would correspond to £ values greater than shown in Table 2.

At the sametime it will look less realistic to fix (x*)*)

at < 2 A.

6) Instead of assuming "irreversible" adsorption of

hydrogen sweeping most of the OH sites, let us assume that

after the very high energy sites (having energies -p- €i, )

have been covered as stated by Purer, hydrogen in the carrier

gas jxst competes with neon in a reversible way and consider

the effect. For such a situation we have only to add in the

r.h.s. denominators of Bq. (11) to ( H ) , (I9)t (20), (26)

and (27), a term for hydrogen with its own potential energy

and force constant (which will be different from those for

the neon isotopes for the same site). But this again means

the same denominators in both the upper and lower integrands

in Eq. (28). As we have 3een earlier, this will not
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explain the maximum. The same conclusion follows whether

we consider helium or (helium +hydrogen) in place of

hydrogen.

7) We also considered a situation in whioh the

adsorbent was thougt to contain only the OH sites, i.e.,

V (0 consists of the second Gaussian only. As

desoribed above, He was deprived of increasing fractions

of the OB sites by hydrogen as the temperature was deoreased.

But the adsorbed hydrogen molecules themselves acted as

adsorption sites for neon atoms with low adsorption energy.

The force constant and energy for the free K?-N« pair

were used for suoh adsorption also. As the foroe constant

for neon adsorption on the adsorbed hydrogen is less than

that for neon adsorption on OH site, this had the effeot

of replacing continuously the high 9- sites by low p sites

as the temperature was decreased. But since the energy

is only about 50 K, the contribution by the "hydrogen sites"

to the integrals in Eq. (47) was negligible and oC maximum

could not be realised.

8) Another possibility was considered. Suppose as

the temperature is deoreased, neon dimer concentration,

if any, in the gas phase increases. Suppose these dimers

are much less adsorbed than the atoms and that these
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dimers are enriched in Ne""w.r.t. atoms in the gas phase.

One can see that this has the effect of offsetting the

increasing enrichment of the atoms in the gas phase w.r.t.

the adsorbate. But the only paper on neon dimer

concentration at such low temperatures presents-so low

concentrations of dimers that further thinking along these

lines is not warranted. (However, the tabulated results in

the said paper are open to doubt). Also it is rery doubtful

if dimers can form easily under the dynamio conditions of

gas ohromatography*

5. CONCLUSION

It is possible that some other adsorption model contains

a better explanation of the anomalous isotope effeot of

Purer et al. But other adsorption models are more difficult

to treat mathematioally than the one used here even for the

simpler oase of adsorption of single species. The assumptions

made in this treatment and the points raised in discussions

(2) to (4) can be argued both in favour and against. But

the importance of force constant in isotope effeot as

exemplified in this work, should be appreciated. While in

most adsorption studies it is the potential energy and the

various heats that are muoh involved, in isotope effeot both

potential energy and force constant play important roles.



6. APPENDIX

•An interesting application of Eq. (48) ia that, if

the experimental erf va T curve oan be expressed as a simple

algebraic funotion, another function oan be derived fron

it and using that with Eq. (48), ̂  (&) oan be determined.

The procedure is as follows.

We write

r

Therefor* * , as an empirical funotion of T oan be

written as a funotion of \f using Eq. ( H ) .

. . . . (5A)

We writ*

where >- . . 3 ^
M » / J l i , ....(5A)
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and p (v) and p{vj) are the same funotions of the

variables X> and V* respectively. If the two isotopes

are not of any low atomio weight element BO that the

relative difference (*l-i»y/>i) ie not large* we can

write

dv-

....(6A)

where

/ -

Then Eq. (4A) becomes

Ffo)

....(8A)

Rearranging,
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Integrating,

....(10A1

where &*. I ia the integration constant.

Since f ia a simple function of € , Eq.(48)

can be written In an equivalent foznt

....(114)

Oanoelling internal degrees partition funotions, Eq. (11 A)

beoomes

....(12A)
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where € is written as a function of &• and where use

ia made of the fact that n'(f) - *i($) almost throughout

the range of £ since ^/tn. is small. Froi:: ~qs.

f3A),(4A) and (12A),

Since the integrals are definite in tegral , the numerator

and denominator of the l.h.a. of ^q. (13A) are functions

of IK and \f' respectively. If the integration

constant I ia -such that

h»l
. . . . (HA)

then ffojis a transform of <fi(9U the transform being

defined by Eq. (HA) (cf Laplace transform). The sane

transform i3 got by equating the denominators in

Eq. (HA). It is worth noting that i t hag been possible



to derive this transform onx/ because the mixture is

isotopio as F(vO could be derived only when ft)-ln' is small
as ,,

compared to 9M, , and more important, the same ^ ^ a n d n^bcour
in both the numerator and denominator integrals.

As mentioned earlier, a constant normalised

would cause only monotonic variation of 6{v) . Therefore

the present discussion applies only to such experimental

curve.

We assume a provisional function for

....(15A)

where a fair guess is made of ci ,^-i etc. and At

are constants to be determined. This provisional function

is inserted in place of <p(%) i n E1- (14 A) and the

integrations carried out numerically for T= 7/ » Por

the same temperature E (v)/l is also computed from

Eq.. (10 A). Then we get

f At
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where

(17A)

at T) etc. and

Jt - SJ:S- at / / • . . . . ( 1 8 A )

Similarly for two other temperatures Ti. and 7j we have/

The determinantal equations (16A), (19A), (20A) are

solved for AtjAtjAl • T^e provisional function ia

then, normalised in the interval \fa.} $0 to get

Prom

From the foregoing discussion i t is clear that this

way of arriving at "^(0 from iaotope separation dat»f

is valid only if Eq. (48) is applicable and «( is

monotonic. Because Purer*s curve has a maximum, the

above method cannot be applied to get ^ ft) of porous

glass. However ffv)jfJ~ could be derived.
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The curve from 15-5 to 26 K can be represented by

nearly a parabola.

Prom Bqs. (21 A) and (22 A),

V

where

(21A)

Now „ /

and

and

^ c *-o-oo*ys irSTf.* ....(27A)

Introducing ^^defined by Eq. (24 A) in Bq. (10 A)

and integrating,

....(28A1
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where

!—-—} (29A)

Q, = — > . . . . ( 3 0 A )
7 mLI

V- ' (32A)

and

The correctness of the r .h .s . of Eq. (28 A) was checked by

differentiating the same and introducing i t in the l .h .s .

of Eq. (8 A) whence N&fv)could be pot. J-.

was then computed for the three temperatures 15.5, 19.2

and 26 K and was 1.016, 1.035.and 1.019 respectively while

the corresponding values of 0£ from the experimental curve

are 1*039, 1*061 and 1*033 respectively. The discrepancy

is quite much, the cause of which has not been investigated.

Probably the source of error lies in not representing the

experimental curve accurately enough and in neglecting the

higher order differentials in Eq. (6A). I t must be noted,
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however, that F t**J/ ffoO in this case is a ratio of

very nearly equal quantities several powers of ten in

magnitude and got from a complicated function.
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